[EFFECT OF RECOMBINANT CO-EXPRESSION ADENOVIRUS OF NERVE GROWTH FACTOR AND MYELIN ASSOCIATED GLYCOPROTEIN GENES ON RAT SCIATIC NERVE INJURY].
To construct recombinant adenovirus expressing nerve growth factor (NGF) and myelin associated glycoprotein (MAG) (Ad-NGF-MAG) and to investigate its effect on repair and regeneration of sciatic nerve injury in rats. NGF and MAG gene sequences were cloned into shuttle plasmid pCA13 of adenovirus type 5. After packed in HEK293 cells, the recombinant Ad-NGF-MAG underwent sequence and identification. Thirty-two male Sprague Dawley rats were randomly divided into 4 groups (n=8): control group (normal control), adenovirus vector group (Ad group), Ad-NGF group, and Ad-NGF-MAG group. The sciatic nerve injury model was established by transection of the right sciatic nerve; then, the empty adenovirus vector, Ad-NGF, and Ad-NGF-MAG were injected into the gastrocnemius muscle of the affected limb at a dose of 1×108 PFU every other day for 3 times in Ad group, AdNGF group, and Ad-NGF-MAG group, respectively. The right sciatic nerve was exposed only, and then the incision was closed in the control group. The sciatic nerve function index (SFI) was measured, and neuro-electrophysiology was observed; mRNA and protein expressions of NGF and MAG were detected by RT-PCR and Western blot; and histological examination was performed at 31 days after operation. Recombinant adenovirus vectors of Ad-NGF and Ad-NGF-MAG were constructed successfully. All rats survived and incision healed by first intension. The SFI, nerve conduction velocity, evoked potential amplitude, and latent period of Ad-NGF-MAG group were significantly better than those of Ad group and Ad-NGF group (P<0.05). MAG mRNA and protein expressions of Ad-NGF-MAG group were the highest in all the groups (P<0.05). The expressions of NGF mRNA and protein increased in Ad-NGF group and AdNGF-MAG group when compared with control group and Ad group (P<0.05). Histological examination showed that the nerve had good continuity in control group; nerve fibers disarranged in Ad group; neurons connections formed in some nerve fibers of Ad-NGF group, but nerve fibers arrange disorderly; and the growth of the nerve were ordered and wellstructured in Ad-NGF-MAG group. Ad-NGF-MAG can effectively promote the growth of the nerve and inhibit the form of abnormal branches, facilitating the repair of sciatic nerve injury in rats.